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4 We support access to multiple affordable health care options, specifically for small 
businesses and farm operations.

We support the creation of energy cooperatives, land owner coalitions or similar 
associations so as to create greater and equitable financial return to the entire local 
community for renewable and conventional energy development.

There should be NO increase to Estate Tax rates.

We support continuing daily limits for commodities trading at the Chicago Board of 
Trade.

We support passing a bi-partisan farm bill in a timely manner that is beneficial to all 
sectors of agriculture.

LOCAL

We support the continuing efforts to address the drug issue in Crawford County and 
encourage public and private partnerships to help create awareness, improve 
enforcement and improve treatment programs.

We encourage all Crawford County farmers to adopt practices so as to minimize 
nutrient loss and improve water quality, by developing and following nutrient 
management plans, installing and maintaining appropriate BMP's and adhering to the 
4R nutrient stewardship principles.

We support the continued efforts and encourage member participation in Crawford 
County leadership programs.

NATIONAL

We support increased safety measures at rural rail crossings with the addition of 
gates, or at least flashers, due to the increased rail traffic.

We support a regulatory requirement mandating the owner's name, address and 
telephone number be placed on all hunting stands, so as to minimize trespassing 
and unauthorized hunting access on landowners property.

We encourage the state to evaluate and implement alternative local funding for 
technology, roads, bridges and infrastructure.

We support continuous evaluation of CAUV to keep it relevant to the agricultural 
economy.

We support federal tax credits to property owners who sell or rent property to young 
or beginning farmers to encourage the next generation of farming.

We propose regulations that state "any new easements would have an ongoing 
obligation/payment due to the landowner of record." Furthermore, any such payment 
should not be split from the property.

 

We support the continuing improvement and regulating of municiple waste water 
handling facilities.


